11. YKSITOISTA

Elokuu- August
̵

Olipa kerran…. Once upon a time…

Local history of Petäjävesi
Petäjävesi is such ̵
a small place with such a long agricultural history that it doesn't have remarkable statues or
monuments of its own. What it is famous for are the two old churches (which one of them is protected by UNESCO
world heritage), museum of old vehicles and transportation and museum of radios and telecommunication.

̵Museum of old vehicles

̵Monument of Warriors

Nevertheless there is one monument in our school as well: the names of regional soldiers who got killed in wars
̵
(most of them in the World War II). Some pupils have even found names of their old relatives in that monument.

̵̵Math with history - visiting Petäjävesi old church

What are the numbers in the stone? What
do they tell you? How old was the person
when he passed away?

If the church was build in 1765 how old is it now?

How many benches are there in church?
If it took 1 day and 8 hours to build one
how much did it take from the carpenter
to finish the work?

̵̵Mental calculation

̵We practise mental calculation every time we have math. That´s a good way to observe pupils mathematical
skills and their ways trying to solve those (especially with the little ones: can they manage with or without fingers).
̵̵
Examples (grade 2, 8 years old)
1.
2.

How much is 7 x 2 + 4 = ?
A squirrel has five hidden places for his pine cones. If there are 7 pine coins stored in each hidden
place, how many cones does the squirrel have together?
3. Mummy buys ice cream. There are 6 ice creams in one package. Mummy buys
two packages plus three other ice creams. How many ice creams does she buy
together?

